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ABSTRACT
With increasing driving force on insulation panels with higher
insulation performance with lower thicknesses, create a market
need to develop new insulation materials. Especially, vacuum
insulated panels as superinsulation materials, still have an
opportunity to invent new core materials from locally occurring
materials like natural fibers and different kind silicates with high
porosity like zeolite, sepiolite, diatomite etc. That kind of
materials can be used to produce powder-glass fiber hybrid core
materials. They have the positive effect on the critical inner
pressure of core material. Sepiolite is a Magnesium Hydroxyl
Silicate clay with high surface area and fiber-like structure. So
that makes the sepiolite is an interesting material for
superinsulation research works. Investigation of glass fiber
vacuum insulation panels is well justified. As seen from the
work, the low sepiolite content and without sepiolite addition
glass fiber core materials show better thermal insulation
performance. The performance differences on thermal
insulation. overall the objectives have been achieved in this
study.

technologies at buildings and building appliances. If the force of
total pressure on buildings which already have insulation on their
covers; tend them to decrease their energy consumption what
they have to get else besides of consuming less than before;
could be increasing their insulation thicknesses or use more
advanced materials or technologies can decrease energy
efficiency of buildings and home appliances of buildings. As a
result of mining new technologies, some materials which have
modest ten times more heat resistivity at same thicknesses
invited; they called as superinsulation materials. Vacuum
insulated panels beside of gas-filled panels, aerogels, or some
special foam-like materials; are good alternative superinsulation
materials. Vacuum insulation panel is a composite material
which is assembled of an envelope which have:
•
High barrier properties for gas and humidity diffusion
through core material,
•
High reflectivity on thermal radiation,
•
Low horizontal conduction to eliminate thermal
bridging
and an evacuated core material which has:
•
Easy to evacuate,
•
Low solid conduction and high porosity,
•
Opaque for thermal radiations.

INTRODUCTION
After the driving force of economy and requirements of
sustainable development or regulations of governments, tend to
environmental protection; civilization gives more effort to invent
new technologies or applications to increase energy efficiency
than before. Especially after the Kyoto Protocol's targets, the
developed countries start to force themselves to decrease total
CO2 production per year. As a result of some research on
developed countries; responsibility of modest quarter of national
total energy consumption is addressed by building. On the other
hand, developed countries already had got insulation

So we can summarize as vacuum insulated panels are a
composite of an evacuated core material which has mechanical
and insulation properties and high barrier film which protect the
vacuum below or behind of critical inner pressure of core
material during the life cycle.
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humidity through barrier film is the important phenomenon of
the aging of vacuum insulated panel. The other parameter is
devacuuminng of panels via gas diffusion through high barrier
film. That equation can be describing as a function of properties
which is useful for vacuum insulation topics. So if we calculate
the mean free path of air from equation (5):

CRITICAL INNER PRESSURE OF CORE MATERIAL
Critical inner pressure is the point the pressure of
vacuum which the thermal resistivity of evacuated core material
changes radically. This point is seen as the point of inflection at
the function of heat transfer of gas and gas pressure of media.
That phenomenon can be explained by several works on the
kinetic theory of Knudsen. As a simple statistic method of
Knudsen; the relationship between the mean free path of gasses
and mean wall size of porous media has an important role on the
thermal resistivity of vacuum insulated panel. At very low
Knudsen number than 1 (~10-3), the collision between gas
molecules is dominant for gas conduction. It is called as
continuum range at kinetic theory:

= 1/3

=

=

where the kg is gas conduction λg is the mean free path of gas, CV
is the specific heat at constant volume and ρg is the density of
gas, c is the speed of sound. Density of the gas depends to the
pressure and as a reverse of it; the mean free path of gas decrease
with the pressure. So the thermal conduction of the gas at a
continuum range is an independent value than the gas pressure.
But when the Knudsen number is close to the (10-2~100). We can
use another equation to compute the gas conductivity of a gases
at transition range. Because at this conditions the gas molecules
tend to make a collision between pore walls rather than make a
collision between them. We can say the gas molecules are
trapped inside pore even the pores have connection between
them. So at that situation thermal conduction of gases
statistically more affected by pressure decreasing. Those
condition is a balanced between molecule-molecule collision and
molecule-wall collision. Conduction of gas molecules decreases
sharply by decreasing pressure and convection between pore
walls increases slowly. And the thermal conduction of gas is
described with Knudsen number as many previous works.[2]
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So we can see the critical inner pressure of vacuum
insulation panels is related to mean pore size of core material at
room temperature. So we can say that for vacuum insulation
panel; if the lifespan of vacuum insulation panel described as
lower pressures than critical pressure. The lifespan of vacuum
insulation panel as a function of core material properties
dominantly depends on pore size of core material. When we see
the differences thermal conduction measurements at different
core materials. The reason of that is solid conduction, radiation
or convection properties of material. As a described before if you
go lower value than the Kn=1 convection between the gas and a
solid walls slightly increases. Actually, the constant  describe
this interaction of the gas with and a solid walls. So it is also
slightly depended on the material properties. [4]
The general engineering applications can have an equation
which assumed from equations 2.6 and 2.5:

(4)

where the β is constant for the material and the gas; d is the
diameter of gas molecule; cB is the Boltzmann constant; Pa is
the total gas pressure; ls is the average wall size of the pores.
Theoretically; Kn can be zero or very close to the zero.
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Devacuuming of panel can change inner pressure of the
panel. Some material can pass the point Knudsen number is very
near to 1. As we look common exercise about thermal
conduction of various core materials under vacuum. We can
estimate a critical pressure which thermal conduction is
dramatically decrease. If we describe that point which the
thermal conduction of air in porous media at vacuum pressure is
half of free air: as the critical inner pressure of vacuum insulation
panel (P½):

(2)

ℓ

∙

And we calculate the beta. As Kwon et all. calculate
from the thermal flux. [3] So we can describe the thermal
conduction of air at room temperature as:

(1) [1]

,

.



At that conditions which Kn is higher than 1 (~100 -10 ) we
can not talk about gas conduction between gas molecules. On the
other hand, other thermal transfer phenomena can be dominant
at that point like convection of gas between walls of porosities
of the core material and radiation in gas. The gas can not move
freely at that point but some molecules with high density at gas
phases can make a capillary movement at walls of porosities.
Those have not significance effect on total conduction. Probably
that point will be an important parameter for the aging
assessment of vacuum insulation panels. Because diffusion of
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So if we measure a critical pressure from experimental
methods; we can use this data to compute all gas conduction
values of the core materials at severe pressures where the mean
free path of the gas is not much away from Kn=1.
Powder-Glass Fiber Hybrid Core Material
Even a glass fiber core material has good conduction
values at the fresh days of the panel which the internal pressure
of the panel is low. Glass fiber based core materials have good
insulation performance (~5 mWm-1K-1 at ~10Nm-2) as seen as at
the experimental data. [5] Despite its low critical inner pressure
where the insulation performance sharply decreases, with using
some desiccator which can absorb water and some organic
gasses and getter which can absorb oxygen and nitrogen the
lifespan of the panel can be increased to fifteen years. [6]
Moreover, type of laminated barrier film and panel size also
affect the service life of panels. [7] There are many recent works
about increasing barrier properties of polymer films via
increasing tortuosity with organo-clay addition to polymer
matrix such as montmorillonite and also sepiolite. [8–11] On the
other side of development long life-time glass fiber vacuum
insulation panels, some core material improvements can be
investigated. Filling larger porosities with smaller minerals
which they have also good insulation performances because of
their properties like inner porosity, fiber-like structure etc.
Moreover, using locally occur silicate based minerals can help to
invent new core materials with low cost. [12,13,14,15]

Figure 2. Secondary electron image of sepiolite at 5 μm

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Sepiolite sample from Turkey Eskişehir region is used.
This sample has high content on sepiolite about to %85 and other
purities are silica and dolomite. Secondary electron images at
Figure-1 of this sample show us its fiber like structure at nano
size and those fibers are agglomerated like nano size rods and
bundles.

Figure 3. Secondary electron image of sepiolite at 1 μm

Figure 4. Secondary electron image of sepiolite at 500 nm

Figure 1. Secondary electron image of sepiolite at 5 μm
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CONCLUSION
Investigation of glass fiber vacuum insulation panels is
well justified. As seen from the work, the low sepiolite content
and without sepiolite addition glass fiber core materials show
better thermal insulation performance. The performance
differences on thermal insulation. overall the objectives have
been achieved in this study.
If we accept service lifetime of vacuum insulation panel
is where the inner pressure between 5-20 Nm-2 there are no much
mean performance differences on initial thermal insulation.
Added sepiolite on glass fiber core material create worse initial
insulation performance because of increased density of panels
but it can be change during the lifespan on panel. The reason of
some fails can be abstracted as lack of pre-treatment of sepiolite;
doubtfulness on the process of panels in the view of drying and
absorbing conditions of sepiolite; using less fibre like sepiolite
samples; using the basic processes to create hybrid core material.
For further study can be used some treatment on
sepiolite to distribute sepiolite fibres and increase the density of
the powder. Therefore, sepiolite can be used in wet-laid
processes of nonwovens. Moreover; variation of sepiolite clay
should be examined be repeated by same methods

And particle size distribution of the raw sepiolite
powder as given at Figure-5. Sepiolite sample is used without
any treatment. Before application on core material; they are
dried at 120-100º C temperature range along several days. [16]
Glass fiber nonwovens from Suzhou VIP New Materials Co are
used to prepare core material. Powder and glass fiber
nonwovens are layered [12] Then they vacuumed inside the
CVM-201 Super Bee test kit and thermal conduction tests held
with Netzsch HFM 436 with various inner pressures between 1.4
Nm-2 and 40 Nm-2 air pressure. This method doesn’t give exact
value for critical inner pressure but we can estimate from
Thermal Conductivity versus inner pressure graphics.

NOMENCLATURE
Cv
Specific heat of constant volume, j/kgK
c
Speed of the sound, m/sn
cB
Boltzamn constant, m2 kg s-2 K-1
d
Diameter of the gas molecule, m
P
Pressure, N/ m2
Kg
Thermal conductivity of the gas, W/mK
Kn
Knuddsen Number
ls
the average wall size of pores, m
T
Air temperature, ⁰K
Greek letters
λg
The mean free path of gas, m
β
the coefficient of thermal expansion, K-1
ρg
Density, kg/m3

Figure 5. Particle size distribution of Sepiolite sample

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As seen at Figure 6 low sepiolite content and without
sepiolite addition glass fiber core materials show better thermal
insulation performance at high vacuum levels between 1.4 -5
Nm-2 inner pressure; then its thermal conduction increase sharply
with inner pressure. Moreover; when those samples come to
about 15 Nm-2 they start to show more thermal conduction than
samples with high sepiolite content. On the other hand, samples
with higher sepiolite content just show sharp thermal conduction
increase after 20 Nm2 inner pressure.
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